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Sizing 

 These measurements are 

approximated, and actual 

subjects may vary. 

 Gauge: K hook 6 sc cl = 4" 

      8 sc cl rows = 4" 

 This pattern comes in the 

following sizes: 

 

Size Length Circumference 

XS 26.5" 34" 

Sm 27" 38" 

Me 27" 42" 

Lg 27.5" 46" 

1X 27.5" 50" 

2X 28" 54" 

3X 28" 58" 

 

Pattern Key 

 Ch: Chain  

 Sc: Single crochet 

 Sc cl: Single crochet cluster 

 Sc cl dec: Single crochet 

cluster decrease 

 St(s): Stitch(es) 

 * *: Repeat instructions 

between symbols until indicated 

 [ ]: Repeat instructions all in 

one stitch 

 { }: Repeat instructions for 

size being worked 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Materials 

o Yarn: Lion Brand Tweed Stripes in Caramel (6-10 skeins, 850-1400 

yards) and Tundra (2 skeins, 150-250 yards) 

{144 yds, 3 oz, 85 g, 132 meters per skein} 

*Some thicker 4 weight yarn will work as well 

o Hook: Boye K/10½-6.50mm   

  Boye J/10-6.00mm  

  Boye H/8-5.00mm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Cardigan Comfort! 

Love keeping warm on those 

cooler days? This cardi is 

perfect to make and wear! The 

pattern looks great in 

variegated, tweed and solid 

colors. This garment offers a 

positive ease for wearing 

thicker clothing under. Want a 

fitted cardi? Work one size 

smaller.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

You are free to sell your work from this pattern but may not share, copy or 
reproduce this pattern, in part or in whole. Photographs are copyright 

protected and may not be used. When selling your work, include a link back to 
this pattern as well as the following, “Pattern by Crystalized Designs” 

THANK YOU FOR YOUR PURCHASE!!! 
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Special Pattern Notes: Beginning chain 1 does not count as a 

stitch. Always work the first stitch into joining stitch 

unless noted. Join to first stitch of each round unless 

noted. 

Stitch counts will remain the same as the previous row if not 

listed. When counts are listed, they will be listed in 

sequential order. 

If you stitch height is shorter than gauge, please make sure you 

follow schematic measurements (especially up to the arm 

holes.) Repeat the following row: Ch 1, turn, slst in next ch 

2 space, ch 1, sc cl in same and each space across 

Specialty Stitching:  

Single crochet cluster (sc cl): [sc, ch 2, sc] in 

space/stitch indicated 

 

Single crochet cluster decrease (sc cl dec): sc2tog using 

next 2 ch 2 spaces, ch 2, sc in same  
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Pattern Instructions  

With K hook, ch 38 

Row 1: Sc cl in 2nd ch, *skip 1, sc cl in next, repeat * across 

- 19 sc cls 

Row 2: Ch 1, turn, slst in next ch 2 space, ch 1, 3 sc cl in 

same, sc cl in next 3, 3 sc cl in next, sc cl in next 9, 3 sc 

cl in next, sc cl in next 3, 3 sc cl in next - 27 sc cls 

Row 3: Ch 1, turn, slst in next ch 2 space, ch 1, sc cl in same 

and each space across - 27 sc cls 

Row 4: Ch 1, turn, slst in next ch 2 space, ch 1, 2 sc cl in 

same, 3 sc cl in next, sc cl in next 5, 3 sc cl in next, sc 

cl in next 11, 3 sc cl in next, sc cl in next 5, 3 sc cl in 

next, 2 sc cl in next - 37 sc cls 

Row 5: Ch 1, turn, slst in next ch 2 space, ch 1, sc cl in same 

and each space across - 37 sc cls 

Row 6: Ch 1, turn, slst in next ch 2 space, ch 1, 2 sc cl in 

same, sc cl in next 2, 3 sc cl in next, sc cl in next 7, 3 sc 

cl in next, sc cl in next 13, 3 sc cl in next, sc cl in next 

7, 3 sc cl in next, sc cl in next 2, 2 sc cl in next - 47 sc 

cls 

Row 7: Ch 1, turn, slst in next ch 2 space, ch 1, sc cl in same 

and each space across - 47 sc cls 

Row 8: Ch 1, turn, slst in next ch 2 space, ch 1, sc cl in same 

and next 4 ch 2 spaces, 3 sc cl in next, sc cl in next 9, 3 

sc cl in next, sc cl in next 15, 3 sc cl in next, sc cl in 

next 9, 3 sc cl in next, sc cl in next 5 ch 2 spaces - 55 sc 

cls 

Row 9: Ch 1, turn, slst in next ch 2 space, ch 1, sc cl in same 

and each space across - 55 sc cls 

Row 10: Ch 1, turn, slst in next ch 2 space, ch 1, sc cl in same 

and next 5 ch 2 spaces, 3 sc cl in next, sc cl in next 11, 3 

sc cl in next, sc cl in next 17, 3 sc cl in next, sc cl in 

next 11, 3 sc cl in next, sc cl in next 6 ch 2 spaces - 63 sc 

cls 
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Row 11: Ch 1, turn, slst in next ch 2 space, ch 1, sc cl in same 

and each space across - 63 sc cls 

Stop here for Xs, continue to Xs Arm Hole on page 6.  

Row 12: Ch 1, turn, slst in next ch 2 space, ch 1, sc cl in same 

and next 6 ch 2 spaces, 3 sc cl in next, sc cl in next 13, 3 

sc cl in next, sc cl in next 19, 3 sc cl in next, sc cl in 

next 13, 3 sc cl in next, sc cl in next 7 ch 2 spaces - 71 sc 

cls 

Row 13: Ch 1, turn, slst in next ch 2 space, ch 1, sc cl in same 

and each space across - 71 sc cls 

Stop here for Sm, continue to Sm Arm Hole on page 6. 

Row 14: Ch 1, turn, slst in next ch 2 space, ch 1, sc cl in same 

and next 7 ch 2 spaces, 3 sc cl in next, sc cl in next 15, 3 

sc cl in next, sc cl in next 21, 3 sc cl in next, sc cl in 

next 15, 3 sc cl in next, sc cl in next 8 ch 2 spaces - 79 sc 

cls 

Row 15: Ch 1, turn, slst in next ch 2 space, ch 1, sc cl in same 

and each space across - 79 sc cls 

Stop here for Med, continue to Med Arm Hole on page 7. 

Row 16: Ch 1, turn, slst in next ch 2 space, ch 1, sc cl in same 

and next 8 ch 2 spaces, 3 sc cl in next, sc cl in next 17, 3 

sc cl in next, sc cl in next 23, 3 sc cl in next, sc cl in 

next 17, 3 sc cl in next, sc cl in next 9 ch 2 spaces - 87 sc 

cls 

Row 17: Ch 1, turn, slst in next ch 2 space, ch 1, sc cl in same 

and each space across - 87 sc cls 

Stop here for Lg, continue to Lg Arm Hole on page 7. 

Row 18: Ch 1, turn, slst in next ch 2 space, ch 1, sc cl in same 

and next 9 ch 2 spaces, 3 sc cl in next, sc cl in next 19, 3 

sc cl in next, sc cl in next 25, 3 sc cl in next, sc cl in 

next 19, 3 sc cl in next, sc cl in next 10 ch 2 spaces- 95 sc 

cls 

Row 19: Ch 1, turn, slst in next ch 2 space, ch 1, sc cl in same 

and each space across - 95 sc cls 

Stop here for 1X, continue to 1X Arm Hole on page 8. 
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Row 20: Ch 1, turn, slst in next ch 2 space, ch 1, sc cl in same 

and next 10 ch 2 spaces, 3 sc cl in next, sc cl in next 21, 3 

sc cl in next, sc cl in next 27, 3 sc cl in next, sc cl in 

next 21, 3 sc cl in next, sc cl in next 11 ch 2 spaces- 103 

sc cls 

Row 21: Ch 1, turn, slst in next ch 2 space, ch 1, sc cl in same 

and each space across - 103 sc cls 

Stop here for 2X, continue to 2X Arm Hole on page 8. 

Row 22: Ch 1, turn, slst in next ch 2 space, ch 1, sc cl in same 

and next 11 ch 2 spaces, 3 sc cl in next, sc cl in next 23, 3 

sc cl in next, sc cl in next 29, 3 sc cl in next, sc cl in 

next 23, 3 sc cl in next, sc cl in next 12 ch 2 spaces - 111 

sc cls 

Row 23: Ch 1, turn, slst in next ch 2 space, ch 1, sc cl in same 

and each space across - 111 sc cls 

Stop here for 3X, continue to 3X Arm Hole on page 8. 

 

Xs Arm Hole 

Row 1: Ch 1, turn, slst in next ch 2 space, ch 1, sc cl in same 

and next 7 ch 2 spaces, slst in same, ch 9, skip 13 sc cls, 

slst next, ch 1, sc cl in same and next 20, slst same, ch 9, 

skip 13 sc cls, slst next, ch 1, sc cl in same and next 8 ch 

2 spaces - 37 sc cls 

Row 2: Ch 1, turn, slst in next ch 2 space, ch 1, sc cl in same 

and next 7, skip 1 ch, *sc cl in next ch, skip 1 ch, repeat * 

3 more times, sc cl in next 21 ch 2 spaces, skip 1 ch, *sc cl 

in next ch, skip 1 ch, repeat * 3 more times, sc cl in next 8 

ch 2 spaces - 45 sc cls 

Continue to Body of Cardigan on page 9. 

 

Sm Arm Hole 

Row 1: Ch 1, turn, slst in next ch 2 space, ch 1, sc cl in same 

and next 8 ch 2 spaces, slst in same, ch 9, skip 15 sc cls, 

slst next, ch 1, sc cl in same and next 22, slst same, ch 9, 
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skip 15 sc cls, slst next, ch 1, sc cl in same and next 8 ch 

2 spaces - 41 sc cls 

Row 2: Ch 1, turn, slst in next ch 2 space, ch 1, sc cl in same 

and next 8, skip 1 ch, *sc cl in next ch, skip 1 ch, repeat * 

3 more times, sc cl in next 23 ch 2 spaces, skip 1 ch, *sc cl 

in next ch, skip 1 ch, repeat * 3 more times, sc cl in next 9 

ch 2 spaces - 49 sc cls 

Continue to Body of Cardigan on page 9. 

Med Arm Hole 

Row 1: Ch 1, turn, slst in next ch 2 space, ch 1, sc cl in same 

and next 9 ch 2 spaces, slst in same, ch 9, skip 17 sc cls, 

slst next, ch 1, sc cl in same and next 24, slst same, ch 9, 

skip 17 sc cls, slst next, ch 1, sc cl in same and next 9 ch 

2 spaces- 45 sc cls 

Row 2: Ch 1, turn, slst in next ch 2 space, ch 1, sc cl in same 

and next 9, skip 1 ch, *sc cl in next ch, skip 1 ch, repeat * 

3 more times, sc cl in next 25 ch 2 spaces, skip 1 ch, *sc cl 

in next ch, skip 1 ch, repeat * 3 more times, sc cl in next 

10 ch 2 spaces - 53 sc cls 

Continue to Body of Cardigan on page 9. 

 

Lg Arm Hole  

Row 1: Ch 1, turn, slst in next ch 2 space, ch 1, sc cl in same 

and next 10 ch 2 spaces, slst in same, ch 9, skip 19 sc cls, 

slst next, ch 1, sc cl in same and next 26, slst same, ch 9, 

skip 19 sc cls, slst next, ch 1, sc cl in same and next 10 ch 

2 spaces- 49 sc cls 

Row 2: Ch 1, turn, slst in next ch 2 space, ch 1, sc cl in same 

and next 10, skip 1 ch, *sc cl in next ch, skip 1 ch, repeat 

* 3 more times, sc cl in next 27 ch 2 spaces, skip 1 ch, *sc 

cl in next ch, skip 1 ch, repeat * 3 more times, sc cl in 

next 11 ch 2 spaces - 57 sc cls 

Continue to Body of Cardigan on page 9. 
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1X Arm Hole  

Row 1: Ch 1, turn, slst in next ch 2 space, ch 1, sc cl in same 

and next 11 ch 2 spaces, slst in same, ch 9, skip 21 sc cls, 

slst next, ch 1, sc cl in same and next 28, slst same, ch 9, 

skip 21 sc cls, slst next, ch 1, sc cl in same and next 11 ch 

2 spaces- 53 sc cls 

Row 2: Ch 1, turn, slst in next ch 2 space, ch 1, sc cl in same 

and next 11, skip 1 ch, *sc cl in next ch, skip 1 ch, repeat 

* 3 more times, sc cl in next 29 ch 2 spaces, skip 1 ch, *sc 

cl in next ch, skip 1 ch, repeat * 3 more times, sc cl in 

next 12 ch 2 spaces - 61 sc cls 

Continue to Body of Cardigan on page 9. 

 

2X Arm Hole  

Row 1: Ch 1, turn, slst in next ch 2 space, ch 1, sc cl in same 

and next 12 ch 2 spaces, slst in same, ch 9, skip 23 sc cls, 

slst next, ch 1, sc cl in same and next 30, slst same, ch 9, 

skip 23 sc cls, slst next, ch 1, sc cl in same and next 12 ch 

2 spaces- 57 sc cls 

Row 2: Ch 1, turn, slst in next ch 2 space, ch 1, sc cl in same 

and next 12, skip 1 ch, *sc cl in next ch, skip 1 ch, repeat 

* 3 more times, sc cl in next 31 ch 2 spaces, skip 1 ch, *sc 

cl in next ch, skip 1 ch, repeat * 3 more times, sc cl in 

next 13 ch 2 spaces - 65 sc cls 

Continue to Body of Cardigan on page 9. 

 

3X Arm Hole  

Row 1: Ch 1, turn, slst in next ch 2 space, ch 1, sc cl in same 

and next 13 ch 2 spaces, slst in same, ch 9, skip 25 sc cls, 

slst next, ch 1, sc cl in same and next 32, slst same, ch 9, 

skip 25 sc cls, slst next, ch 1, sc cl in same and next 13 ch 

2 spaces- 61 sc cls 

Row 2: Ch 1, turn, slst in next ch 2 space, ch 1, sc cl in same 

and next 13, skip 1 ch, *sc cl in next ch, skip 1 ch, repeat 

* 3 more times, sc cl in next 33 ch 2 spaces, skip 1 ch, *sc 
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cl in next ch, skip 1 ch, repeat * 3 more times, sc cl in 

next 14 ch 2 spaces - 69 sc cls 

Continue to Body of Cardigan below. 

 

Body of Cardigan 

Row 1: Ch 1, turn, slst in next ch 2 space, ch 1, sc cl in same 

and each space across - 45, 49, 53, 57, 61, 65, 69 sc cls 

Repeat Row 1 until piece measures 10.5", 11", 11.5", 12", 12.5", 

13", 13.5" from back of neckline.  

Row 2: Ch 1, turn, slst in next ch 2 space, ch 1, sc cl in same 

and next {8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14} ch 2 spaces, sc cl dec, 

sc cl next {23, 25, 27, 29, 31, 33, 35} ch 2 spaces, sc cl 

dec, sc cl next {9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15} - 43, 47, 51, 55, 

59, 63, 67 sc cls 

Row 3-6: Ch 1, turn, slst in next ch 2 space, ch 1, sc cl in 

same and each space across - 43, 47, 51, 55, 59, 63, 67 sc 

cls 

Row 7: Ch 1, turn, slst in next ch 2 space, ch 1, sc cl in same 

and next {8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14} ch 2 spaces, sc cl dec, 

sc cl next {21, 23, 25, 27, 29, 31, 33} ch 2 spaces, sc cl 

dec, sc cl next {9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15} - 41, 45, 49, 53, 

57, 61, 65 sc cls 

Row 8-11: Ch 1, turn, slst in next ch 2 space, ch 1, sc cl in 

same and each space across - 41, 45, 49, 53, 57, 61, 65 sc 

cls 

Row 12: Ch 1, turn, slst in next ch 2 space, ch 1, sc cl in same 

and next {8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14} ch 2 spaces, sc cl dec, 

sc cl next {19, 21, 23, 25, 27, 29, 31} ch 2 spaces, sc cl 

dec, sc cl next {9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15} - 39, 43, 47, 51, 

55, 59, 63 sc cls 

Row 13: Ch 1, turn, slst in next ch 2 space, ch 1, sc cl in same 

and each space across 

Repeat Row 13 until piece measures 18.5", 19", 19", 19.5", 

19.5", 20", 20" from back of neckline. Increase or decrease 
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length as desired. Rest of instructions will add 5" in 

length. 

Row 14: Turn, sc in next ch 2 space, sc cl in each space to the 

last ch 2 space, sc in last ch 2 space - 37, 41, 45, 49, 53, 

57, 61 sc cls 

Row 15: Ch 1, turn, skip sc, slst in next ch 2 space, ch 1, sc 

cl in same and each ch 2 space across, skip last sc - 37, 41, 

45, 49, 53, 57, 61 sc cls 

Row 16-17: Ch 1, turn, slst in next ch 2 space, ch 1, sc cl in 

same and each space across - 37, 41, 45, 49, 53, 57, 61 sc 

cls 

Row 18: Turn, sc in next ch 2 space, sc cl in each space to the 

last ch 2 space, sc in last ch 2 space - 35, 39, 43, 47, 51, 

55, 59 sc cls 

Row 19: Ch 1, turn, skip sc, slst in next ch 2 space, ch 1, sc 

cl in same and each ch 2 space across, skip last sc - 35, 39, 

43, 47, 51, 55, 59 sc cls 

Row 20-21: Ch 1, turn, slst in next ch 2 space, ch 1, sc cl in 

same and each space across - 35, 39, 43, 47, 51, 55, 59 sc 

cls 

Row 22: Turn, sc in next ch 2 space, sc cl in each space to the 

last ch 2 space, sc in last ch 2 space - 33, 37, 41, 45, 49, 

53, 57 sc cls 

Row 23: Ch 1, turn, skip sc, slst in next ch 2 space, ch 1, sc 

cl in same and each ch 2 space across, skip last sc - 33, 37, 

41, 45, 49, 53, 57 sc cls 

Row 24: Ch 1, turn, slst in next ch 2 space, ch 1, sc cl in same 

and each space across - 33, 37, 41, 45, 49, 53, 57 sc cls 

Finish off and weave in ends.  

 

Sleeve 

For Left sleeve: Join yarn in last sc cl in back before chains. 

For Right sleeve: Join yarn in last sc cl in front before 

chains. 
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Round 1: Ch 1, sc cl in same, slst in side of next row, sk 1 ch, 

*sc cl in next ch, sk 1 ch, repeat * three more times, slst 

in side of next row, sc cl in each ch 2 space around, join 

with slst to first sc - 17, 19, 21, 23, 25, 27, 29 sc cls 

Round 2: Slst in next ch 2 space, ch 1, sc cl in same, sc cl in 

each ch 2 space around, join with slst to first sc - 17, 19, 

21, 23, 25, 27, 29 sc cls 

Round 3: Slst in next ch 2 space, ch 1, sc cl in same and next 

ch 2 space, sc cl dec, sc cl in remaining ch 2 spaces around 

- 16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26, 28 sc cls 

Round 4-7: Slst in next ch 2 space, ch 1, sc cl in same, sc cl 

in each ch 2 space around, join with slst to first sc - 16, 

18, 20, 22, 24, 26, 28 sc cls 

Round 8: Slst in next ch 2 space, ch 1, sc cl in same, sc cl 

dec, sc cl in remaining ch 2 spaces around - 15, 17, 19, 21, 

23, 25, 27 sc cls 

Round 9-12: Slst in next ch 2 space, ch 1, sc cl in same, sc cl 

in each ch 2 space around, join with slst to first sc - 15, 

17, 19, 21, 23, 25, 27 sc cls 

Round 13: Slst in next ch 2 space, ch 1, sc cl in same, sc cl 

dec, sc cl in remaining ch 2 spaces around - 14, 16, 18, 20, 

22, 24, 26 sc cls 

Round 14-17: Slst in next ch 2 space, ch 1, sc cl in same, sc cl 

in each ch 2 space around, join with slst to first sc - 14, 

16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26 sc cls  

Round 18: Slst in next ch 2 space, ch 1, sc cl in same, sc cl 

dec, sc cl in remaining ch 2 spaces around - 13, 15, 17, 19, 

21, 23, 25 sc cls 

Round 19-22: Slst in next ch 2 space, ch 1, sc cl in same, sc cl 

in each ch 2 space around, join with slst to first sc - 13, 

15, 17, 19, 21, 23, 25 sc cls  

Round 23: Slst in next ch 2 space, ch 1, sc cl in same, sc cl 

dec, sc cl in remaining ch 2 spaces around - 12, 14, 16, 18, 

20, 22, 24 sc cls 
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Round 24-27: Slst in next ch 2 space, ch 1, sc cl in same, sc cl 

in each ch 2 space around, join with slst to first sc - 12, 

14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24 sc cls  

Round 28: Slst in next ch 2 space, ch 1, sc cl in same, sc cl 

dec, sc cl in remaining ch 2 spaces around - 11, 13, 15, 17, 

19, 21, 23 sc cls 

Round 29-32: Slst in next ch 2 space, ch 1, sc cl in same, sc cl 

in each ch 2 space around, join with slst to first sc - 11, 

13, 15, 17, 19, 21, 23 sc cls 29 30  

Round 33: Slst in next ch 2 space, ch 1, sc cl in same, sc cl 

dec, sc cl in remaining ch 2 spaces around - 10, 12, 14, 16, 

18, 20, 22 sc cls 

Round 34: Slst in next ch 2 space, ch 1, sc cl in same, sc cl in 

each ch 2 space around, join with slst to first sc - 10, 12, 

14, 16, 18, 20, 22 sc cls 

Repeat Round 34 until start of underarm of sleeve to bottom 

measures 15.5", 16", 16", 16.5", 16.5", 17", 17". Keeping 

count of how many additional rounds you add will ensure the 

sleeve lengths are consistent. Edging will add 1" in length. 

Increase or decrease length by adjusting amount of rounds as 

desired. 

Finish off and weave in ends. Repeat with other arm hole, then 

continue to edging. 

 

Edging 

With right side of the back facing, with J hook join Color B to 

left back corner chain, this 'corner' will have 3 sc cls 

worked into it. See picture below.  
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Stitch counts may vary due to amount of rows worked to achieve 

length desired so none are listed in this section. 

Round 1: Ch 1, sc in same, sc in next 7 chs, work 9 sc evenly 

down slant (3 every 2 rows), sc 3 every 2 rows evenly down to 

last row, sc 3 in end sc cl, *sc next ch 2 space along 

bottom, sc next sc, skip sc, repeat * across last row working 

3 sc in last sc cl, sc 3 evenly up to neckline slant, work 9 

sc evenly up slant (3 every 2 rows), sc each ch around 

neckline, join 

Round 2-3: Ch 1, sc in same and each st around, join 

Round 4: Ch 1, sc in same and next {28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34}, 

ch 2, skip 2, sc next 10, ch 2, skip 2, sc next 10, ch 2, 

skip 2, sc in remaining sts around, join (Ch 2 spaces are 

button holes) 

Round 5: Ch 1, sc in same and each st, working 2 sc in each ch 2 

space, join 

Round 6-7: Ch 1, sc in same and each st around, join 

Round 8: Switch to H hook, ch 1, sc in same and each st around, 

join 

Finish off and weave in ends. 

 

Wrist Edging 

With Color B, J hook and right side facing, join yarn to any ch 

2 space on last round of sleeve. Try to join in a ch space on 

the inside of the body. This will hide the seam more. 

Round 1: Ch 1, sc in same, sc next sc, skip next sc, *sc next ch 

2 space, sc next sc, skip next sc, repeat * around, join - 

20, 24, 28, 32, 36, 40, 44 scs 

Round 2-7: Ch 1, sc in each st around, join - 20, 24, 28, 32, 

36, 40, 44 scs 

Finish off and weave in ends. Repeat with other sleeve.  

Blocking is recommended. 


